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governors — a method which actually excluded a younger •
son of a noble family, however valuable his abilities might
be, merely because his elder brother held the seat — seemed
scarcely intelligible, and Aristotle mentions it, in the passage
quoted, as a curiosity of politics which ultimately led to
revolution.
From among the grand council of heads of the privileged
families was chosen an executive Council of Sixty, which
conducted the administration and on important and critical
questions acted as a committee of the Grand Council.1
These sixty held office for life and were called by the curious
name of Amnemones, which at least appears to mean " the
Unremcmbcring ". Plutarch suggests that it might mean
" Irresponsible ", since they could not be called to account.
A pleasing modern suggestion is that it might be properly
Am-mnemoncs, from oVa-iiu/zi^cr/cco, and so equals monitores.2
Their chairman was called the Aphester, another obscure
and archaic term, perhaps from afao-rrj^i " I make to depart ",
alluding to this official's chief function, which was to take
divisions of the house ; with which may well have gone the
power to close debate and decide " that the question be
now put ".3
In Aiolis, on the opposite border of Ionia, Kyme is at
this date by far the most interesting and precocious of the
cities founded, so tradition said, by princes of the House
of Atreus as a sequel of the Trojan War. " For they say
that the Aiolic movement was four generations earlier than
the Ionic but met with more delays and took longer. Orestes
initiated the expedition. But as he died in Arkadia his son
Penthilos inherited it and advanced as far as Thrace, sixty
years after the Trojan War, just at the time of the Return
-rrpoKptroLs eV tu>v dpiarwv olov ImaKoirois exp&vro Ktu. trpopavXots
ra>v /ieyi'orcuy. — Pint., Greek Questions, ii.
a H. J, Rose, in Halliday's commentary on Plutarch, op. cifc., p. 49.
8 Cf. Q.TTQaTarrjpe$, apparently alluding to the Spartan kings' and senators'
power to dismiss the assembly " if the people choose crookedly " ; Theo-
pompos' Rider to the famous Rhetra of Lykourgos, in Plut. Lykourgos, 3.
Cf, Hallxday, loc. cit, Knidos was said to be a Spartan colony.

